
PH101 LAB 1 
!

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
STATISTICS



Sciencing

• So you have an idea.	


• This idea must be testable ... or it is not science	


• So we test it.	


!

• How good is our test? How well did it work?	


• a measure of the result & accuracy	


• does it make any sense? predict something else ...



flickr user @neotsn https://www.flickr.com/photos/neotsn/4947989561/

https://www.flickr.com/photos/neotsn/4947989561/


Example
• Does a heavier or lighter object fall faster?	


• can’t do just one experiment	


- by “chance” one will land first	


• do it many times	


- what is the variability?	


- how much is too much?	


- at what point are they basically the same?



Measurements

• we don’t do just one	


• make a series of measurements, average them	


• this should improve accuracy, right?	


• how much? when to stop?	


!

• need to quantify degree of uncertainty



Today’s lab: counting cards	


• one measurement vs. many	


• how does accuracy improve?	


• how to measure accuracy?	


• statistical measures of uncertainty & dispersion	


!

• if you don’t see the whole deck at once, what 
can you still say?



The experiment: picking cards

• give each one a number	


• Ace = 1, 2 = 2 ... Jack = 11 ... King = 13	


• what is the average card? 	


- we expect it must be 7 ...	


• what is the spread? how to define this?



150 trials ...
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draw 1 card, record, shuffle, repeat	

cards have values 1-13, equal number of each	


average must be 7, if one chooses enough cards	

takes ~50 before ‘luck’ is irrelevant!
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standard deviation is a measure of the variability dispersion in a population or data set	

!
low standard deviation: data tends to lie close to the average (mean)	

high standard deviation: data spread over a large range	

!

data set: data clustered about average

many trials: follow a distribution	

!
~68% within +/- 1 standard deviation	

~95% within +/- 2 standard deviations	

~99.7% within +/- 3 ... 

The mean isn’t enough.	

how about the dispersion?



so what?

• knowing the standard deviation tells you	


- if subsequent measurements are outliers	


- what to expect next, on average	


- accuracy of a set of data	


- variability in a large batch	


• “six sigma” - quality control	


- means one out of 500 million!



so what?
if the mean of the measurements is too far 
away from the prediction compared to the 

standard deviation, then the theory being tested 
probably needs to be revised!	


!

particle physics: 5-sigma standard typical	

1 out of 1.7M chance of false positive	


!

larger signal than that ... probably a new effect!
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for the cards?
take out highest and lowest cards,!
data is more tightly distributed!
! lower standard deviation! 



expect 75% of cards within 2 standard deviations of average

!
or, 75% are within about 4 cards from the average after 100 trials

!
or, 75% of cards should be between 3 and Jack (inclusive)

!
It works!

!
flip side: we could estimate the distribution of cards without prior knowledge

	 from a run of cards, if long enough, could say what’s missing or in excess

	 could take many samples of the deck though (e.g., removing all 7s)

wait, there’s more



what else?
• standard deviation gives accuracy of averages	


• if you do n measurements, average is more 
accurate for higher n. makes sense!	


• uncertainty of the average is standard deviation 
over the root of the number of measurements

Group Members

1.2 Relationship of mean and standard deviation

The standard deviation is a measure of the random statistical uncertainty in a set of measurements,
and it becomes part of the experimental error associated with physical measurement. If you have
measured an average to be 695 with � = 26, and another experimenter has measured a count of
680, then their count agrees with your count, within the experimental error. Nothing is made of
the di�erence between the values 695 and 680 because, in all probability, the two results are the
same since they di�er by less than �.

This is not the only sort of uncertainty we are interested in, however. If we make repeated
measurements of a quantity, we would expect that the more measurements we take the more
accurate our mean becomes. This makes some sense - we would expect that our average after 100
measurements should be much more accurate than our average after only 10. What we are really
asking is how close is the mean value we have measured to the true mean, determining which would
require an infinite number of measurements. This quantity, �x is known as the standard deviation
of the mean, because it is telling us how far our measured mean could be from the true value.
This quantity tells you that if you measure x repeatedly, the sample mean x has an uncertainty �x

compared to the true mean µ, given by:

�x =
��
n

(4)

where again n is the number of measurements. Thus, the more measurements you perform, the
smaller the uncertainty in the mean value of your measurements. The uncertainty is reduced as
1/
�

n, which will never reach zero, but it can be reduced to an arbitrarily small value simply by
taking more measurements. Of course, this only works if you have arbitrary amounts of time –
while your accuracy increases as 1/

�
n, the amount of time your measurement takes grows more

quickly (as n), so you are fighting a losing battle!
Put another way, if you are primarily interested in the average value of x, then �x tells you the

uncertainty in that average with respect to repeated measurementsiii. The standard deviation of
the mean is the typical manner of reporting average quantities with statistical uncertainty:

(best value of x) = x± �x (68% confidence if normally distributed) (5)

Whether one reports ±�x, ±3�x, or even ±5�x as the margin of uncertainty varies from
discipline to discipline. In the present experiment, we will use ±�x.

iiiFor data following a normal distribution (bell curve), the standard deviation � tells you that 68% of subsequent
measurements will fall within ±� of the mean x, whereas the standard deviation of the mean �x tells you that a
collection of measurements has a 68% chance of yielding a mean of x.
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detailed explanation & examples in lab procedure	

... so read it first. really.	


excel example included too




